Briefing
DATE OF MEETING:

January 22, 2019

Agenda #: D-2

TO:

Committee of the Whole

SUBJECT:

X, Y, Z, and Echo Canyon Creeks Hazard and Risk Assessments

SUBMITTED BY:

Andy Esarte, Manager of Engineering
Félix Camiré, Project Manager

PURPOSE:

To provide Council and the community with a detailed overview of the
steep creek hazard and risk studies completed at X,Y,Z and Echo Canyon
creeks.

BACKGROUND/HISTORY
Following the flood events of June 2013, Canmore’s Town Council approved the initiation of the Mountain
Creek Hazard Mitigation Program. This program was established to better understand the hazards and risks
associated with steep creeks in order to inform decision making around mitigation, emergency response, and
policy.
As a first step in the program, forensic analysis of the 2013 event was undertaken for all creeks in Canmore.
This forensic analysis informed detailed hazard and risk assessments subsequently completed on a number of
high priority creeks, including Cougar Creek, Three Sisters Creek, Pigeon Creek, Stoneworks Creek and Stone
Creek.
For the 2017 budget, Council approved capital projects to complete detailed hazard and risk assessments on
the remaining developed steep creeks. Subsequently, the Province and Town were successful in an
application to the federal National Disaster Mitigation Plan (NDMP) for funding to study X, Y, Z and Echo
Canyon Creeks. Study began shortly after funding approval in the spring of 2018.
X, Y, Z Creeks are situated above Peaks of Grassi, and Echo Canyon Creek is situated above the Bow Valley
Riding Association stables on Indian Flats Road and represent the remaining steep creeks yet to be studied
that are known to impact existing development.
In 2016, Council adopted policy within the Municipal Development Plan (MDP) that outlines various risk
tolerance criteria for the community. These risk tolerance criteria guide decision making for future
development policy and mitigation of existing risks.
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DISCUSSION
Study methodology:
Studies were undertaken using the same fundamental approaches as previous studies. Methodology included
a combination of field and desktop study, followed by rigorous analysis and detailed presentation of
methodology and results.
Study objectives include:
1. Identify hazards and risks associated with steep creek processes of X, Y, Z, and Echo Canyon creeks.
2. Identify strategies for mitigating hazards and managing risks where required.
3. Inform the community of hazards, risks, and risk reduction options where required
4. Inform development policy.
Unique to this project is greater provincial involvement. The province facilitated applications for grants, and
has designated a representative to participate as an observer role for technical aspects of the work. It is
expected that the province’s participation will inform continued development of provincial guidelines for
steep creek risk assessment.
BGC Engineering (BGC) is the lead consultant for the work. BGC completed field work and investigation in
late spring and undertook analysis and detailed assessments and reporting through the summer. Draft
submissions have been reviewed by the Town and by expert advisors involved in reviewing the studies
completed to date - Dr. Michael Church, fluvial geomorphology specialist, and Dr. Norbert Morgenstern,
geotechnical and risk specialist. Reviewers have provided feedback on methodology, analysis and reporting by
BGC. All comments will be addressed by the consultant to the satisfaction of Engineering and the reviewers.
BGC will present technical findings of the assessments at the Committee of the Whole meeting of January
22nd, 2019 and the same evening at a community open house.
High level recommendations for risk reduction have been provided by the consultant. Subsequent to
finalization of the reports, Engineering will update development policy, and emergency response plans as
short-term measures to reduce current risk and avoid adding new, unacceptable risks. As with other studied
areas, information will be shared with the community to inform personal preparedness. Where structural
mitigation is recommended, Engineering will assess against other steep creek risks and update long-term
mitigation plans accordingly. Detailed design of mitigation will be undertaken by qualified professionals at the
time of implementation.
Summary of key findings - X, Y and Z creeks:
X, Y, and Z creeks are subjected to debris flow and debris flood processes, and, in higher frequency events,
overland flooding.
For X Creek life loss risks are within acceptable thresholds for existing development (MDP Section 3.5.1).
Annualized economic risk of building damage is estimated to be $13,000.
Life loss risks on Y Creek is also within acceptable thresholds for existing development. Debris flow and
debris flood events larger than the 100-year return period could cause damage to properties including areas
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affected in 2012 and 2013. Shallow flooding may occur in this area even during more frequent events.
Average annualized economic risk of building damage is approximately $16,000.
For Z Creek, life loss risk is within the acceptable risk threshold for existing development. Expected
annualized economic risk of building damage is approximately $11,000 per year.
Summary of key findings - Echo Canyon Creek:
Echo Canyon Creek fan is subject to debris floods, and debris flows. Debris flows are believed to have an
estimated minimum return period of about 100 years. Lower volume sediment transport events, such as
debris floods, may occur more frequently. Because of the unique development on this fan, life loss risks were
evaluated using the Bow Valley Riding Association (BVRA) outbuilding locations as a proxy for the locations
of individuals. Outbuildings closest to the creek are assessed to exceed risk tolerance criteria for existing
development.
Implications of findings:
Studies of developed areas are subject to a mix of low and moderate hazards with risk at or near tolerable
levels as defined in the MDP. To reduce economic risk and bring life-loss risk into tolerable levels, the
consultant has outlined conceptual mitigation measures which include a mix of active and passive mitigation
approaches. Active approaches include adding or heightening existing diversion walls, or building flexible
debris flow nets. Passive measures include education and emergency preparedness, and improved protection
of homes in the area. Administration will assess risks in this area against risks in other areas and incorporate
recommendations based on priority and cost. Specific passive measures - education and emergency planning
are operational and will be completed in advance of the 2019 flood season.
Future development and redevelopment in hazard areas is possible based on findings in the studies, as
permitted by Town policy. Developers will be required to follow engineering guidelines for development in
low hazard areas, and in moderate hazard zones will be required to undertake a risk assessment and develop
the site according to recommendations of a qualified professional.
Policy Updates:
The new steep creek hazard zones, associated with all four creeks, will be incorporated in the Land Use Bylaw
(LUB) update in the Steep Creek hazard overlay district. The existing regulations will apply to the new hazard
zones, as per the other steep creek hazard zones, as described in the MDP and proposed LUB update.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
Costs for emergency planning, communications and policy updates are part of ongoing operational efforts.
Structural mitigation includes upfront capital costs and ongoing maintenance and monitoring. Engineering
will continue to prioritize mitigation recommendations based on MDP risk tolerance criteria, economic risk
assessment, and funding availability. Long-term mitigation plans will include assessment of ongoing
operational costs to inform recommendations for contributions to the Flood Mitigation Maintenance
Reserve.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
There will be a public presentation on January 22nd, 2019, in the form of an open house. All interested parties
are welcome. Final reports and mapping will be shared publicly on the website and through the online
Property Viewer.
STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
Understanding steep creek hazard and risk is required to ensure that Canmore is a safe community, which is
part of one of six council priorities.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Creek Fan Location Map
2. Echo Canyon Creek Hazard and Risk Assessment
3. XYZ Creeks Hazard and Risk Assessment
AUTHORIZATION

Submitted by:

Andy Esarte, P.Eng.
Manager of Engineering

Date:

November 5, 2018

Approved by:
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GM, Municipal Infrastructure

Date:
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Approved by:
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Outline
• Why is Canmore still studying creeks?
• The evolution of steep creek knowledge in Canmore
• Overview of XYZ and Echo Canyon Creeks
• Hazard Assessment
• Risk Assessment
• Mitigation Options
• Discussions
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What is special about steep creeks?

+

Water

+

Sediment

=
Steep creek
hazards

Steep terrain

Flood

Debris Flood

Debris Flow

Flow direction

More debris, less water, faster, smaller watershed, steeper channel

Impact Forces
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How Do Fans
Form?

The Events of June 2013
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What Happened at X, Y, Z Creeks in 2013?
X-Creek
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Z-Creek
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Why Was the 2013 Not More Damaging?
18

~ 16 mm/hour

Upper Clearing
Hay Meadow

16

Fisera Ridge
Kananaskis Boundary Auto

1 hr rainfall ~ 5-year return period

24-hr rainfall > 100-year return period

Hourly Rainfall Intensity (mm/hr)

14

12
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4
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0
2013-06-17

2013-06-19

2013-06-21

2013-06-23

DATE

In conclusion: While somewhat damaging in some areas, the 2013 event should not be viewed as the worst possible. Mainly
because the rainfall was heavy over 3 days, but not extreme over an hour or less, which matters at X, Y and Z creeks
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2013-06-25

Flood vs. Debris Flow
What is the most important difference?
→ Concentration of solids
What is the most important difference?
Peak discharge (relative to flood) !
Much higher impact forces

DEBRIS FLOW
Up to 100 times the
flood discharge

Q200

DEBRIS FLOOD,
Discharge * 10 to
20% for sediment,
more for outbreak
debris floods

Q200 (debris flow)
Q200 (debris flood)

Q200 (debris flood)

Q200

Q200

Q1

X, Y, Z Creeks
Talus slopes

Talus slope
X Creek east tributary

X-Creek
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X, Y, Z - creeks
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Echo Canyon Creek Watershed and Fan
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X, Y and Z-Creek Fans
Riprapped
channels

Riprapped
channels

Wooden
barriers

Z Creek Fan

N
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X Creek Fan
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Our toolbox for F-M analysis
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anecdotal information
Historical air photographs
Dendrochronology
Lichenometry
Soil Development
Test Trenching
14C

dating

Photogrammetry
Empirical relationships
Yield rate estimates
Good old professional judgement
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Hydrology

2013

•

The 2013 rainfall event was the
highest on record with a greater
than 100-year return period

•

Events up to a 3000-year rainfall
event are being considered

•

Climate change scenarios
including business as usual are
being included

2005

24-hour Maximum Precipitation
(mm)
th
Upper 95 percentile
Best fit
Lower 95th percentile
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10

30
89
77
65

HAZARD RESULTS

128
103
78

Return Period (Years)
100
300
188
138
89

RISK RESULTS

1000
263
178
92

MITIGATION

3000
377
232
86

518
292
66
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Anything Special About the Study Creeks?

Echo Canyon Creek
Echo Canyon Creek
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General Geomorphology – Example: Echo Canyon Creek
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Air Photo Comparison – Example: Echo Canyon Creek
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How Big?

Frequency – Magnitude Methods: Example
Echo Canyon Creek

How Often ?
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X-Creek Methods

Organic Sample Dating and Deposit Delineation
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Test Trenching and Organic Sediment Sampling
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Channel Hikes and Yield Rate Measurements
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Frequency-Magnitude Results
Y-Creek

X-Creek

Z-Creek

The bigger the watershed and the more sediment, the higher the frequency-magnitude curve.
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X-Creek Debris Flow Runout
10-30 year return period

30-100 year return period

300-1000 year return period

100-300 year return period

1000-3000 year return period

Impact
Intensity

Colour

Building
Damage
Potential

<1

Yellow

Minor

1 to 10

Orange

Major

10 to 100

Red

Severe

>100

Dark
Red

Destruction

Description
Slow flowing shallow and deep water with little or no debris.
High likelihood of water damage. Potentially dangerous to
people in buildings, on foot or in vehicles in areas with higher
water depths.
Potentially fast flowing but mostly shallow water with debris.
Moderate likelihood of building structure damage and high
likelihood of major sediment and/or water damage. Potentially
dangerous to people on the first floor or in the basement of
buildings, on foot or in vehicles.
Fast flowing and deep water and debris. High likelihood of
moderate to major building structure damage and severe
sediment and water damage. Very dangerous to people in
buildings, on foot or in vehicles.
Very fast flowing and deep water and debris. High likelihood of
severe building structure damage and sever sediment and
water damage. Extremely dangerous to people in buildings, on
foot or in vehicles.

Y-Creek Debris Flow Runout
10-30 year return period

30-100 year return period

300-1000 year return period

100-300 year return period

1000-3000 year return period

Impact
Intensity

Colour

Building
Damage
Potential

<1

Yellow

Minor

1 to 10

Orange

Major

10 to 100

Red

Severe

>100

Dark
Red

Destruction

Description
Slow flowing shallow and deep water with little or no debris. High
likelihood of water damage. Potentially dangerous to people in
buildings, on foot or in vehicles in areas with higher water
depths.
Potentially fast flowing but mostly shallow water with debris.
Moderate likelihood of building structure damage and high
likelihood of major sediment and/or water damage. Potentially
dangerous to people on the first floor or in the basement of
buildings, on foot or in vehicles.
Fast flowing and deep water and debris. High likelihood of
moderate to major building structure damage and severe
sediment and water damage. Very dangerous to people in
buildings, on foot or in vehicles.
Very fast flowing and deep water and debris. High likelihood of
severe building structure damage and sever sediment and water
damage. Extremely dangerous to people in buildings, on foot or
in vehicles.

Z-Creek Debris Flow Runout
10-30 year return period

30-100 year return period

300-1000 year return period

100-300 year return period

1000-3000 year return period
Impact
Intensity

Colour

Building
Damage
Potential

<1

Yellow

Minor

1 to 10

Orange

Major

10 to 100

Red

Severe

>100

Dark
Red

Destruction

Description
Slow flowing shallow and deep water with little or no debris. High
likelihood of water damage. Potentially dangerous to people in
buildings, on foot or in vehicles in areas with higher water
depths.
Potentially fast flowing but mostly shallow water with debris.
Moderate likelihood of building structure damage and high
likelihood of major sediment and/or water damage. Potentially
dangerous to people on the first floor or in the basement of
buildings, on foot or in vehicles.
Fast flowing and deep water and debris. High likelihood of
moderate to major building structure damage and severe
sediment and water damage. Very dangerous to people in
buildings, on foot or in vehicles.
Very fast flowing and deep water and debris. High likelihood of
severe building structure damage and sever sediment and water
damage. Extremely dangerous to people in buildings, on foot or
in vehicles.

Echo Canyon-Creek Debris Flow Runout
10-30 year return period

30-100 year return period

300-1000 year return period

100-300 year return period

1000-3000 year return period
Impact
Intensity

Colour

Building
Damage
Potential

<1

Yellow

Minor

1 to 10

Orange

Major

10 to 100

Red

Severe

>100

Dark
Red

Destruction

Description
Slow flowing shallow and deep water with little or no debris. High
likelihood of water damage. Potentially dangerous to people in
buildings, on foot or in vehicles in areas with higher water
depths.
Potentially fast flowing but mostly shallow water with debris.
Moderate likelihood of building structure damage and high
likelihood of major sediment and/or water damage. Potentially
dangerous to people on the first floor or in the basement of
buildings, on foot or in vehicles.
Fast flowing and deep water and debris. High likelihood of
moderate to major building structure damage and severe
sediment and water damage. Very dangerous to people in
buildings, on foot or in vehicles.
Very fast flowing and deep water and debris. High likelihood of
severe building structure damage and sever sediment and water
damage. Extremely dangerous to people in buildings, on foot or
in vehicles.

Composite Hazard Maps XYZ-Creeks

Added for completeness
(not part of the present study)

Composite Hazard Maps Echo Canyon Creek

Risk Assessment Methods
Elements at risk: People, Buildings, Critical Facilities,
Businesses, Lifelines (roads, bridges)
Group (societal) risk:
Individual risk:
• Probability of loss of life for an
individual
• Not proportional to the number
of people or infrastructure at
risk

Proportional to the number of elements at risk
(the more people live on a fan, the higher the risk)
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Risk Assessment Results (XYZ creeks)

Z Creek
4 parcels with individual
risk at about 1:10,000
Group risk = tolerable

X Creek
3 parcels with individual
risk at about 1:100,000
Group risk = ALARP

Y Creek
8 parcels with individual
risk at about 1:100,000
Group risk = ALARP

Economic Risks on X, Y and Z Creeks
X-Creek
Scenario
1

Y-Creek

Frequency

Building Damage
Cost ($)

(1:years)
1:10 to 1:30

2

1:30 to 1:100

3

1:100 to 1:300

4

1:300 to 1:1000

5

1:1000 to 1:3000

Annualized building damage:

Scenario

1
2
3
4
5

Frequency
(1:years)

Frequency

Scenario

(1:years)

Z-Creek
Building Damage
Cost ($)

Number of
Employees
Affected

(1:years)

1

1:10 to 1:30

101,000

1

1:10 to 1:30

88,000

36,000

2

1:30 to 1:100

115,000

2

1:30 to 1:100

219,000

1,155,000

3

1:100 to 1:300

502,000

3

1:100 to 1:300

902,000

1,155,000

4

1:300 to 1:1000

1,623,000

4

1:300 to 1:1000

2,706,000

2,132,000

5

1:1000 to 1:3000

4,271,000

5

1:1000 to 1:3000

2,960,000

Annual
Business
Revenue
($M)

$ 21,000

$ 16,000

Scenario

Frequency
(1:years)

Number of
Businesses
Affected

Number of
Employees
Affected

Annual
Business
Revenue
($M)

Scenario

1:10 to 1:30

1

2

0.2

1

1:30 to 1:100

1

2

0.2

2

3

1:100 to 1:300

2

14

3.2

3

4.6

4

1:300 to 1:1000

2

14

3.2

4

4.7

5

1:1000 to 1:3000

2

14

3.2

5

1:10 to 1:30

3

91

4.5

1

1:30 to 1:100

3

91

4.5

2

1:100 to 1:300

4

93

4.6

1:300 to 1:1000

4

93

1:1000 to 1:3000

5

94
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Building Damage
Cost ($)

36,000

$ 13,000

Number of
Businesses
Affected

Frequency

Scenario
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RISK RESULTS

Annual
Business
Revenue
($M)

Number of
Businesses
Affected

Number of
Employees
Affected

1:10 to 1:30

1

5

0.5

1:30 to 1:100

1

5

0.5

1:100 to 1:300

5

14

3.5

1:300 to 1:1000

5

14

3.5

1:1000 to 1:3000

5

14

3.5

Frequency (1:years)
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Life Loss and Economic Risks at Echo Canyon Creek
Return
Governing process
Period
at the BVRA
(years)
facilities
10 to 30 Floods and debris
floods
30 to 100 Floods and debris
floods
100 to 300
Debris flows
300 to
Debris flows
1000
1000 to
Debris flows
3000
Colour on Drawing 08

Red
Orange
Green
Grey
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Number of additional
outbuildings with IDF
<1
14

Outbuilding
colour on
Drawing 08
Red

14

Red

17
24

Orange
Green

19

Grey

Minimum Impact Event

30 to 100-year
scenarios
<300-year scenarios
<1000-year scenarios
>1000-year scenarios

METHODS

Risk Range

PDI > 1:10,000
PDI > 1:100,000
PDI <1:100,000
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Risk Assessment Results (XYZ creeks)

Mitigation Options - General
a)

• Active versus Passive
Measures
b)

• Active: Engineered

c)

• Passive: Landuse
Active:
d)

- Sediment capture

e)

- Sediment deflection
- Sediment reduction
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X Creek Mitigation

• Monitoring and channel
works
• Hazard awareness
education
• Additional wooden walls

c

c
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Y Creek Mitigation
Interpreted flow intensities
during the 1000 to 3000
year event
IDF < 1

• Hazard awareness
education
• Reinforce existing wall
• Additional wooden walls
• Earthfill berms

IDF 1 - 10
IDF 10 - 100

N
Wall or berm to
block avulsion path
0m

Walls or berms to
attenuate flow

25 m

50 m

Building
Storm drain intake
Fan boundary
Existing wooden wall
Existing drainage channel
Proposed new berm or wall
Proposed wall height increase
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Z Creek Mitigation
N N

Interpreted flow intensities
during the 100 to 300
year event

Alternative location with less
storage but easier access

IDF < 1

•
•
•
•

IDF 1 - 10

Start of FLO-2D
model runs

Hazard awareness education
Reinforce and extend wall
Flexible debris flow nets
Earthfill or concrete debris
retention

Interpreted flow intensities
during the 100 to 300 year event

Building
Parcel with PDI > 10-4

Optimal retention structure
location to maximize storage,
but challenging construction
and maintenance access

Storm drain intake
Waterfall (natural
Fandissipation)
boundary
energy
Existing wooden wall

Proposed wall height increase
0m
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25 m

IDF 10 - 100
Z Creek

Existing drainage channel
Proposed new berm or wall

IDF 1 - 10

0m

25 m

50 m

Major contour interval: 10 m

Possible retention structure
locations
Major contour interval: 10 m

50 m
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Mitigation Options: Echo Canyon Creek
•

Different situation compared
to X, Y, Z creeks (no one lives
at site)

•

Evacuation, access road
closures and limited access

•
•

Hazard awareness education
Temporary relocation of
horses in the paddocks
nearest to the creek
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CONCLUSIONS (Hazards)
•

All four creeks are subject to debris floods at lower
return periods, and debris flows at higher return
periods.

•

F-M relationships were developed for each of the
creeks, up to the 1000 to 3000-year return period.
The 1000 to 3000-year events on each creek are
expected to involve:

X Creek
Y Creek
Z Creek
Echo Canyon
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Sediment
volume (m3)
28,000
9,000
5,400
27,000

METHODS

Peak discharge
(m3/s)
440
70
110
400
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RISK RESULTS

MITIGATION
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CONCLUSIONS (Risks)
• The risk assessment identified that individual risk on Z Creek is at the
threshold between tolerable and intolerable, according to the targets adopted
by Canmore. The group risk on Z Creek plots in the acceptable zone.

• On X and Y creeks, individual risk is tolerable, but group risk is in the ALARP
zone.

• Expected annualized economic damages are $13,000 per year on X Creek,
$16,000 per year on Y Creek and $21,000 per year on Z Creek.

• At Echo, individual risk in some portions of the BVRA facility may exceed the
tolerable risk threshold of 1:10,000.
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CONCLUSIONS (Risk Reduction)
X, Y and Z creek risks at the threshold for individual life loss risk for existing development
(Z Creek), or within ALARP for group risk (X and Y creeks). Mitigation is not a necessity, but
beneficial if life loss were considered the only criterion for structural mitigation measures.

•

Homeowner education program for residents of the Peaks of Grassi neighbourhood
(awareness and resiliency).

•
•

X Creek: avulsion potential could be managed through monitoring and channel works.

•

Z Creek: the existing wooden wall could be extended to redirect flows through an
expanded channel

•

At ECC emergency management plan (in place) to manage life loss risk. No need for
expensive structural interventions.

Y Creek: the risks could be managed by increasing the height and resistance of the
existing wall, and possibly by adding additional structures upstream.
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